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ArcGIS Pro 2.8 Issues Addressed 
Each major, minor, and patch release of ArcGIS Pro includes fixes for bugs that were reported to Esri Technical 
Support. The bugs that were fixed in ArcGIS Pro 2.8 are listed in the table below. 

More information about an issue on the list can be found by searching for the BUG number on the Technical 
Support site. 

ArcGIS Pro 2.8 also includes extensive new functionality, which is described in the what's new topic. 

Tip: 
Upgrade any enterprise geodatabases stored in Microsoft SQL Server to take advantage of critical fixes to 
branch versioning. 

Issues addressed at ArcGIS Pro 2.8.8 
ArcGIS Pro 2.8.8 fixes the issues listed below and includes the fixes listed under 2.8.0, 2.8.1, 2.8.2, 2.8.3, 2.8.4, 
2.8.5, 2.8.6, and 2.8.7. 

Issue Description 
BUG-000152808  Microsoft .NET update results in ArcGIS Pro 2.8 and 2.9 crash when changing symbology. 

Issues addressed at ArcGIS Pro 2.8.7 
ArcGIS Pro 2.8.7 fixes the issues listed below and includes the fixes listed under 2.8.0, 2.8.1, 2.8.2, 2.8.3, 2.8.4, 
2.8.5, and 2.8.6. 

Issue Description 
BUG-000140314 Realigning an existing centerline fails and returns the error message, "Error: Underlying 

DBMS error [[Microsoft][ODBC Driver 17 FOR sql Server][SQL Server] Conversion failed 
when converting from a character string to uniqueidentifier.] 
[ENGINEERING_STA_NETWORK]." 

BUG-000147765 Certification of Microsoft ODBC Driver 18 for SQL Server connections. 
BUG-000148577 The slope result between the Planar and Geodesic options in ArcGIS Pro is incorrect. 
BUG-000148667 Certain feature services or map services from ArcGIS Server 11.0 cause ArcGIS Pro to stop 

responding. 
 

Issues addressed at ArcGIS Data Interoperability 2.8.1 
Data Interoperability is an optional extension that can be installed on ArcGIS Pro. ArcGIS Data Interoperability 
2.8 must be installed prior to version 2.8.1.  

Issue Description 

BUG-000145606 Update the ArcGIS Data Interoperability extension to take advantage of the Log4J 
updates. 

 

https://pro.arcgis.com/en/pro-app/2.8/get-started/releases-and-patches.htm
https://support.esri.com/en/Search-Results#search?q=BUG-000000000&content-type=Bugs
https://support.esri.com/en/Search-Results#search?q=BUG-000000000&content-type=Bugs
https://pro.arcgis.com/en/pro-app/2.8/get-started/whats-new-in-arcgis-pro.htm
https://pro.arcgis.com/en/pro-app/2.8/help/data/geodatabases/manage-sql-server/upgrade-geodatabase-sqlserver.htm
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Issues addressed at ArcGIS Pro 2.8.6 
ArcGIS Pro 2.8.6 fixes the issues listed below and includes the fixes listed under 2.8.0, 2.8.1, 2.8.2, 2.8.3, 2.8.4, 
and 2.8.5. 

Issue Description 

BUG-000145599 Remove log4j from GeoAnalytics Tools and Apache Spark in ArcGIS Pro. 

Learn more about BUG-000145599 

 

Issues addressed at ArcGIS Pro 2.8.5 
ArcGIS Pro 2.8.5 fixes the issues listed below and includes the fixes listed under 2.8.0, 2.8.1, 2.8.2, 2.8.3, and 
2.8.4. 

Issue Description 

BUG-000143377 When using the Move tool and Snap To Grid option is used, the z-value of the feature 
being moved is set to 0. Snapping to the grid should not affect the z-value. 

BUG-000143529 Error occurs when running "service area analysis" tool: Error DBMS table not found Invalid 
object name 'sde.sessions_137833_5' 

BUG-000143779 After posting changes to a protected default version, the map display is not correctly 
refreshed. 

BUG-000144420 Reconcile fails with collation conflict error when database collation is different than 
instance collation. 

BUG-000145187 Without reconciling and posting, attachments added in a branch version fail to open after 
closing ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000145600 Log4J - Update Log4J to version 2.17.1 in the Python module SAS-ArcGIS Bridge (SASPY). 

 

Issues addressed at ArcGIS Pro 2.8.4 
ArcGIS Pro 2.8.4 fixes the issues listed below and includes the fixes listed under 2.8.0, 2.8.1, 2.8.2, and 2.8.3. 

Issue Description 

BUG-000142990 ArcGIS Pro stops responding when selecting the dropdown in the grid after adding a 
custom style file. 

BUG-000144415 Unable to publish to servers secured with PKI prior to federation with a PKI secured portal. 

 

https://links.esri.com/pro2-8/bug-000145599
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Issues addressed at ArcGIS Pro 2.8.3 
ArcGIS Pro 2.8.3 fixes the issues listed below and includes the fixes listed under 2.8.0, 2.8.1, and 2.8.2. 

Issue Description 

BUG-000139337 In ArcGIS Pro, when adding a layer using the Add Preset - Subtype Group Layer option, the 
incorrect version name is displayed under the Differences tab while viewing the version 
changes. 

BUG-000140709 Big Data Connection (BDC) tools fail on parquet format containing a boolean field in a 
string array. 

BUG-000141336 Rendering 3D building data in ArcGIS Pro 2.8 and 2.8.1 is much slower than rendering data 
in ArcGIS Pro 2.7. 

BUG-000141777 Created dimensions are populated with Null values. 

BUG-000142198 Duplicate permission granted during upgrade can cause failure when SQL Server 
geodatabase is AWS RDS instance. 

BUG-000142306 Blending modes set on WebMap layers are not imported into ArcGIS Pro 

 

Issues addressed at ArcGIS Pro 2.8.2 
ArcGIS Pro 2.8.2 fixes the issues listed below and includes the fixes listed under 2.8.0 and 2.8.1. 

Issue Description 

BUG-000098213 Coded value domains are automatically sorted in ascending order of domain descriptions 
when accessing them through the attribute table in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000126867 The arcpy.server.StageService function in ArcGIS Pro's Python installation throws 
Error 999999 if the previous function run was arcpy.CreateGeocodeSDDraft and 
the copy_data_to_server variable is False. 

BUG-000137947 An imported ArcMap traverse that is a non-loop cannot have a closing location set if the 
traverse is being digitized and the desired closing location has a mis-close distance smaller 
than 0.01 meters. 

BUG-000138331 The XY Table To Point tool fails to convert coordinates at (0,0). 

BUG-000138634 Unable to publish Azure PostgreSQL referenced data to ArcGIS Enterprise from ArcGIS Pro 
2.7.x. 

BUG-000138695 Geoprocessing tools fail when using map service layer URL as input. 

BUG-000138750 ERROR 999999 using Contains relationship in Select by location when selecting features 
are points and a search distance is used. 

BUG-000138807 In ArcGIS Pro, an error message “Move failed. The coordinates or measures are out of 
bounds” returns when moving an annotation feature and snapping it to underlying 
features. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000139342 CalculateGeometry and arcpy ToCoordinateString only support getting DMS and 
other coordinate notation from WGS84 GCS, which requires a transformation that 
provides different coordinates than produced in ArcMap. 

BUG-000139954 ArcGIS Pro 2.8 fails to append the Date field to a hosted feature layer on certain accounts. 

BUG-000140067 The Activate Record of Selected Feature is grayed out in ArcGIS Pro 2.8. 

BUG-000140196 Signing in via browser fails when ArcGIS Pro is installed on a per-user basis, uninstalled, 
and reinstalled as a per-machine installation. 

BUG-000140227 Upon upgrading to ArcGIS Pro 2.8, the photo attachments do not display when the 
attachments are exported into a report. 

BUG-000140262 Unable to move graphic labels in the Layout view when the map is rotated in ArcGIS Pro 
2.8. 

BUG-000140372 Constraint attribute rule does not consider subtype on insert. 

BUG-000140438 Create Trace Network fails with Error 160084: "Cannot create a dirty area outside the 
topology's spatial domain.". 

BUG-000140449 Connections blocked by exclusive table lock on sde_process_information. 

BUG-000140539 STIntersects() queries do not use the spatial index. 

BUG-000140615 Stop editing (save) is looping 10x if the call times out with a services workspace. 

BUG-000140616 OD Cost Matrix analysis that works in ArcGIS Pro 2.7 fails in ArcGIS Pro 2.8. 

BUG-000140617 Layer.LongName isn't working for layer files that use .LYR file extension 

BUG-000140623 The ExportToPDF method fails if the Layout includes layers labelled with Simple or 
Advanced Python Expressions. Reproducible just in ArcGIS Pro 2.8. 

BUG-000140819 ArcGIS Pro with a French language pack crashes when opening any locator properties 

BUG-000140851 Label overlapping 1000 weight feature. 

BUG-000140933 Two-point lines tool should not deactivate when pressing Escape if first vertex exists. 

BUG-000141015 ArcGIS Pro 2.8.1 does not honor the active environment set through Python Package 
Manager, and causes the active environment to be reset to the base arcgispro-py3. 

BUG-000141102 Configurations may fail to load or crash, and second instances of ArcGIS Pro running the 
configuration may fail to load. 

BUG-000141200 Mini-help does not launch localized help in 2.8. 

BUG-000141318 The Classify Objects for Deep Learning tool does not complete when using large data. 

BUG-000141600 Unable to sign in to ArcGIS Online from ArcGIS Pro with a Facebook account. 

BUG-000142037 Upgrade the embedded Chromium browser to version 90.6.70. 
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Issues addressed at ArcGIS Pro 2.8.1 
ArcGIS Pro 2.8.1 fixes the issues listed below and includes the fixes listed under 2.8.0. 

Issue Description 

BUG-000136563 In ArcGIS Pro, lines do not snap for parallel or perpendicular functions with newly created 
line segments. 

BUG-000137977 Copy and paste of a topology dataset does not preserve the global IDs or Editor Tracking 
fields. 

BUG-000139092 ArcGIS Pro ModelBuilder fails to run when using distances as a parameter for the Multiple 
Ring Buffer geoprocessing tool. 

BUG-000139391 SkySat imagery fails to add to a mosaic dataset. 

BUG-000139833 Deadlocking may occur on SDE_branches & SDE_branch_tables_modified tables 
during simultaneous reconcile and post operations. 

BUG-000139936 ArcGIS Pro may crash on startup after upgrading to ArcGIS Pro 2.8, crashing with the 
exception "System.MissingFieldException" and the message "Field not found: 
'Lucene.Net.Analysis.StopAnalyzer.ENGLISH_STOP_WORDS_SET'. " 

BUG-000140013 Dead lock can be encountered when multiple connections hold exclusive locks on the 
sde_process_information and sde_table_locks tables. 

BUG-000140182 Data Engineering - New layers created from tools in DE are not added to map. 

BUG-000140184 Image Information pane: crash caused by referenced elevation. 

BUG-000140206 Indoors Python GP tools cannot find Indoors license when portal uses IWA authentication. 

BUG-000140289 Incorrect URL generated for Autodesk Construction Cloud projects. 

BUG-000140319 When using a Named User license the deep learning inference tools fail when trying to run 
on GPU. 

 

Issues addressed at ArcGIS Pro 2.8.0 
Issue Description 

BUG-000082194 Please make the legend of result data in TOC localizable for Spatial Stats system script tools 

BUG-000087890 In French language operating system (OS) and localized French ArcGIS Desktop, labels 
placed with Street placement on severe curves are unplaced. 

BUG-000090075 CR317981 - Please modify alignment of the Japanese message in Create Space Time Cube 
Tool. 

BUG-000095108 Untranslated drop-down of fieldMapping in merge_management and 
merge_management. 

BUG-000095821 pointFromAngleAndDistance and AngleAndDistanceTo with PLANAR option doesn't give 
right output. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000099980 CR346071 - UI: the layer legends of output from Emerging Hot Spot Analysis tool are not 
localized. 

BUG-000100236 In ModelBuilder, the Project and Define Projection tools do not recognize spatial reference 
arguments generated by the Calculate Value tool. 

BUG-000102071 FCN: The tools dropdown panel in Analysis tab is pinned to the system Desktop after 
pressing "Win + D" hotkey on the keyboard. 

BUG-000102339 Removing layers from a scene with visibility turned off causes the display to refresh. 

BUG-000102484 Backslashes in layer & group layer names confuse layer.name and layer.longName. 

BUG-000104200 Calculating a polygon length and area using Python in the Field Calculator fails to update 
the values when the feature class is joined with a table. 

BUG-000110228 In ArcGIS Pro, the Direction option does not work properly when the operating system 
uses German language. 

BUG-000110435 Arcpy.mp does not contain time functions to control the time slider as found in 
Arcpy.mapping. 

BUG-000110767 Calculate Field(s) geoprocessing tools allow field values to be calculated that are not part 
of a range or coded value domain applied to the calculated field, and there is no way for 
users to validate features. 

BUG-000111328 A misleading error message is returned when creating PostgreSQL geodatabase from 
ArcGIS Pro 2.1 when Visual C++ 2017 Redistributable Package (x64) is missing. 

BUG-000111467 Line orientations are not maintained for labels placed on lines when cooking vector tiles. 

BUG-000112135 Data rendering in ArcGIS Pro takes longer than ArcMap when the datasets come from SDE. 

BUG-000112214 KMZ files created with "3D features" using "Layer to KML" tool don't display features in 
ArcGIS Pro (2.1.x onwards). 

BUG-000112482 If a .csv or .xls is located in a folder whose name includes a comma then the Field Map 
parameters in the Table To Table tool are not populated. 

BUG-000112514 Unable to preview a layer in Catalog View when the 'Make newly added layer visible by 
default' option is unchecked. 

BUG-000112695 Swipe doesn't work on if you open a new map and Swipe is the active tool. 

BUG-000113044 The KML To Layer geoprocessing tool in ArcGIS Pro produces inconsistent outputs. 

BUG-000114618 The Make Route Event Layer tool fails when field names and aliases of input event table 
does not match in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000115357 arcpy.mp.CreateWebLayerSDDraft in Pro 2.2 does not honor the enable_editing-True 
parameter when publishing the SD file to AGOL. 

BUG-000115948 4: BUG-000115948 [Popup] - The coded value is displayed instead of description of the 
coded value description in the pop-up window. 

BUG-000116153 Calling the ArcGIS Pro model using Python script deletes the outputs. 

BUG-000116566 Data exclusion causes issues with headers appearing in legends (data specific). 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000116612 Exporting this map to PDF at any appreciable DPI to a vector format results in issues 
(unreadable PDF). 

BUG-000116699 Mobile geodatabase layers with fields marked not visible still show those fields in GP field 
lists. 

BUG-000117831 The export capability is not honored when using the FeatureSharingDraft Python function 
in ArcGIS Pro and set the allowExporting parameter as True. 

BUG-000117878 Slow rendering of a multipatch feature class in a 3D scene in ArcGIS Pro with the data 
stored in an enterprise geodatabase. 

BUG-000118833 Running Disable Attachments tool does not update the layer correctly. 

BUG-000119507 Graphic buffer does not honor the Long data type as the variable in Model Builder. 

BUG-000120149 Labeling based on a rotation field is not shown correctly in a vector tile package. 

BUG-000120183 Output Derived Feature Set parameters are not added to map after running in iterative 
model and collecting in_memory paths. 

BUG-000120203 The Package Map tool in ArcGIS Pro fails to package a .msd file despite enabling Support 
ArcGIS Runtime and Reference all Data for Runtime in the parameters.. 

BUG-000120272 The Join Field tool displays incorrect number of fields in the Input Join Field drop-down 
when joining two raster tables in ArcGIS Pro 2.3. 

BUG-000120581 Multiple layers selected in a map, when dragged into a new map do not retain the layer 
order as in the previous map in the new map in ArcGIS Pro 2.3.1. 

BUG-000120804 In ArcGIS Pro, when using the Configure Pop-ups window (Title Options tab), the layer 
name containing underscores do not show the first underscore. 

BUG-000121204 Looping through the Make Feature Layer, Select By Location, and Select By Attribute tools 
in a script tool leads to slower performance in ArcGIS Pro than ArcMap. 

BUG-000121722 The Layer To KML tool folder path is not honored. 

BUG-000121791 Field name is converted to lower case when running a geoprocessing service published 
from a model in ArcMap. 

BUG-000121840 Layers published with symbol levels turned on, fail to print in the ArcGIS Online default 
print service. 

BUG-000122289 The Feature Class to Feature Class tool in ArcGIS Pro does not accept the updated field 
length unless clicked on any other field. -2.8 

BUG-000122514 In ArcGIS Pro, PDF documents created using ExportToPDF function creates a corrupt file if 
a basemap is present in the Map Series using Python (IDLE) and the Python window within 
ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000122595 Support simple line-offset for vector tiles. 

BUG-000122846 Abbreviation Dictionary fails to load when a table is added from an enterprise geodatabase 
in ArcGIS Pro. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000122926 Unwanted line appear when zooming in and out contour with stroke layer and offset effect 
symbology in ArcGIS Pro 2.4 

BUG-000123491 In ArcGIS Pro and ArcMap, a tile layer taken offline is not visible when zoomed in to a 
larger scale. 

BUG-000123536 Some of the line features are not selected when using the line symbol with an arrow. 

BUG-000123653 The If Data Type Is logical operator does not filter shapefiles vs feature classes when the 
Boolean operator is true. 

BUG-000123732 The date and editor tracking fields in a hosted feature class are causing an issue when 
opened in ArcGIS Pro but works in ArcMap. 

BUG-000123745 The functionalities of No and Cancel options in the Close Georeferencing dialog box while 
georeferencing the Revit data are not clear. 

BUG-000124297 In ArcGIS Pro, setting the expression type to 'SQL' within the Field Calculator tool inserts a 
text value with double quotes instead of single quotes. 

BUG-000124466 While running Python script in ArcGIS Pro with Japanese language pack, utf (non-ASCII) 
characters not decoded correctly is returned along with Python traceback. 

BUG-000124648 In ArcGIS Pro 2.4.1, symbol layer styles set for are not applied to all unique value symbols 
when Add All Values is clicked through the Symbology pane. 

BUG-000125032 Tool fails when the OS decimal separator is set ArcGIS Server to ',' rather than '.' when 
publishing a map service to a standalone. 

BUG-000125523 'Data Type' field in the 'Syntax' section has incorrect information in the 'Visibility' (3D 
Analyst) tool help documentation, for both ArcGIS Desktop and ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000125569 Unable to select multiple LAS layers and create a group layer from the Contents pane in 
ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000125637 MakeNetCDFRasterLayer fails to open a netCDF file with .nc4 as file extension; 
occasionally crashes with the input file extension renamed to .nc. 

BUG-000125881 In the ArcGIS Pro Contents pane, the symbology icon reverts from a no fill to a colored fill 
when the transparency on an imagery layer is increased. 

BUG-000126571 Mosaic Dataset incorrectly reads the year (Date) values for CADRG Images in ArcGIS Pro 
and ArcMap. 

BUG-000126690 While using the intersect() method and arcpy.da.insertcursor(), ArcGIS Pro creates a point 
at an offset of the intersection, if a true curve is present in the data. 

BUG-000126783 The SOAP QueryFeatureData requests fail for services published with ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000127517 The ArcGIS Pro Convert Labels To Annotation tool does not honor the constraints set by 
the time slider. 

BUG-000127664 Attachments: Tab not visible in attributes if layer has a join. 

BUG-000128147 GeoPandas module fails to install from ArcGIS Pro 2.4.3 Python Package Manager. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000128403 The 'Horizontal' and 'Straight' curvature modes for annotation become unavailable at 
times. 

BUG-000128441 The Generate Points Along Lines tool does not generate Z- or M-enabled points when the 
lines being analyzed are Z- or M-enabled. 

BUG-000128469 Unclassed colors symbology set on the data does not carry through to the vector tile 
package. 

BUG-000128506 arcpy.SetLogHistory not respected. 

BUG-000128600 In ArcGIS Pro 2.4.2 and 2.4.3, variable substitutions create null attribute values when using 
the Append tool in ModelBuilder. 

BUG-000128869 The font in the messages window is different and cluttered in Japanese version of ArcGIS 
Pro 2.5 after any geoprocessing tool is executed. 

BUG-000129018 Color ramp picker performance. 

BUG-000129233 Join Field tool does not honor selection in Join Table. 

BUG-000129262 The Divide a polygon by a value edit tool is artificially restricted to 100 multiple features. 

BUG-000129312 Pop-ups do not display for Route Event Layers when a pop-up expression exists. 

BUG-000129363 In a customized ribbon, adding the snapping commands does not show the enabled or 
disabled user interface when clicked on. 

BUG-000129378 NoData cells in 32-bit integer grids are automatically populated with the value 
2.14748e+10 after converting to NetCDF and then back to raster. 

BUG-000129504 In the text field calculation in a table, the value 000000001 is added to the following 
Arcade expression, Text(Round(64.89567,5)). 

BUG-000129535 In ArcGIS Pro, the 'Zonal Statistics as Table' tool cuts the length of the string field in the 
output table if the string field contains a 2-bit character, such as a Japanese character. 

BUG-000129627 The 'Calculate Field' tool fails to execute and returns the error message, "000310: The Field 
name must not start with a number." 

BUG-000129658 Text files and standalone tables such as CSV files are unable to repair the broken links in 
bulk although all the data is stored in the same file path. 

BUG-000129715 Highway shields custom label (based on emf) offsets from feature. 

BUG-000129893 The word "Today" is used in GP history even though a long-running tool completed more 
than a day later. 

BUG-000130436 Rematch Address pane deselects all options of pop-up information within the Explore 
cursor/tool in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000130556 GetCapabilities returns incorrect bound coordinates for WFS 1.00 when ArcGIS Server 
Security 2020 Update Patch is installed. 

BUG-000130556 GetFeature response returns incorrect bounding box coordinates for the Web Feature 
Service (WFS) version 1.0.0. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000130776 Locator created with the Create Locator tool in ArcGIS Pro matches false street 
intersections with higher scores. 

BUG-000130845 Unable to open attribute table in Pro client for WFS layer published from an enterprise gdb 
(data specific). 

BUG-000131076 In ArcGIS REST API geocoding, finding the address point for particular location of a specific 
area “Garden city, Idaho” does not return the coordinates for street entrance regardless of 
setting the parameter to “locationType=street”. 

BUG-000131129 Geojson to Features conversion produces empty output when geojson file has an 
unrecognized property. 

BUG-000131189 Running the Calculate Field geoprocessing tool twice on existing fields, without either 
saving or discarding edits, fails on the hosted feature services and on feature classes. 

BUG-000131527 Extrusions in ArcScene using the scene option for Vertical Exaggeration are not correctly 
translated when importing the SXD file into ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000131570 After applying a definition query, if a custom Arcade expression is used to symbolize the 
layer, the feature counts in the symbology pane does not respect the definition query. 

BUG-000131904 The Chinese PinYin text is not arranging accordingly when inputting a sentence in Add field 
in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000131945 Textured 3D models from ArcGIS Pro published in multipatches are incorrectly displayed in 
ArcGIS Enterprise Scene Viewer. 

BUG-000131957 In ArcGIS Pro,when a Python toolbox tool sidebar help image is set and saved, the image 
disappears. 

BUG-000132094 Update the documentation of the 'Generate File Geodatabase License ' tool, as using 
'ArcGIS Administrator' is misleading. 

BUG-000132242 UC - only base and mid point leader styles are respecting the leader tolerance 

BUG-000132398 Append after Copy Features in a model will not validate with ERROR 000584 
Implementation of this Tool's Validate is invalid. 

BUG-000132457 The Validate Scene Layer package fails with a warning, URL '' for resource 
layer.store.rootNode may not be supported by Esri products. (Compatible alternative 
would be: './nodes/root'). 

BUG-000132566 ArcGIS Desktop crashes while restarting Edit session when compiled with custom selection 
extension and autoLoad="True" 

BUG-000132636 Copying domains from one geodatabase to another is slower when using the ArcGIS Pro 
SDK compared to ArcObjects. 

BUG-000132644 SynchronizeMosaicDataset fails with an error message, "Error: 8004205a: Unable to 
load remotely built mosaic dataset items". 

BUG-000132934 Update documentation in that spatial reference properties available for geographic 
coordinate systems can still be obtained from items with projected coordinate systems in 
ArcPy. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000132941 Buffer and FC2FC error when using a table view from Iterate Row Selection as input 
(regression from ArcGIS Pro 2.5 and ArcMap). 

BUG-000133013 ArcGIS Pro crashes when installed on a Windows 10 machine with a German system locale. 

BUG-000133027 The 'Append Annotation Feature Classes' tool in ArcGIS Pro does not generate a log file as 
mentioned in Error 000278. 

BUG-000133060 The sharing analysis error message for error 00252 redirects to the documentation for 
error 00255. 

BUG-000133152 GP service tools process all features, not just those within the selection layer (NOT 
selection set). 

BUG-000133221 The Learn ArcGIS tutorial “Use Deep Learning to Assess Palm Tree Health” does not 
produce optimal results with the given settings in ArcGIS Pro 2.6. 

BUG-000133243 Adding a web feature service with an authkey toArcGIS Pro returns the following error 
message, "WFSLibStreamReader::Init() failed." 

BUG-000133289 Adding attribute indexes to ArcGIS system managed columns prevents unregistering as 
branch versioning and disable archiving. 

BUG-000133368 Publishing a service and creating a folder with commas in the name result in separate 
folders when publishing again. 

BUG-000133405 Schema locks remain in input and output geodatabase after running a tool and deleting 
the result object in Python 

BUG-000133498 ArcGIS Server does not release requests correctly when the user's session limit is reached 
in an Oracle Solaris environment. 

BUG-000133531 Voxels generated from the Table to NetCDF tool draw incorrectly when the RD New 
coordinate system is used. 

BUG-000133640 LAS dataset Describe property does not adequately handle values beyond unsigned 
32-bit range. 

BUG-000133681 Log-in credentials are required to access publicly shared data with the Single Use license in 
ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000133748 Using the Files filter with the Analyze Tools For Pro tool, the name of a Python script file 
doesn't appear in the Name text box when you click it in the contents list. 

BUG-000133791 Points in a point feature class projecting on the fly to Natural Earth II do not render in 
southern latitudes. 

BUG-000133845 When using Shape.Area field in Label expressions or where-clause, labels are not 
displayed in a Map Service published fromArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000133945 The Train Deep Learning Model tool fails in a disconnected environment. 

BUG-000133973 In ArcGIS Pro 2.6.x, the KML To Layer tool outputs all features of an input selection layer, 
despite the selection layer being a subset of features. 

BUG-000133978 Unable to execute the 'Export Report to PDF' ArcPy function outside of the ArcGIS Pro 
environment. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000133981 When using the 'Calculate Field' tool with a defined Python function, exporting it as a 
Python command or as a Python script (from the geoprocessing history) results in 
improperly formatted code. 

BUG-000133994 When using the Select By Location tool with the provided data, the wrong features are 
selected based on the selection type. 

BUG-000134033 In ArcGIS Pro, the Set Data Source function does not change the data source of the layers 
when the database connection is from a user who is not the data owner. 

BUG-000134035 The Create Random Points tool in ArcGIS Pro does not create any point features within a 
constraining area even though the constraining feature has available space beyond the 
minimum allowed distance. 

BUG-000134069 Full Metadata Summary does carry over in the "Share As Web Layer" pane in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000134070 In ArcGIS Pro, it takes 20 to 30 seconds to load and draw over 480 layout elements after 
each pan or zoom. 

BUG-000134116 Allow animated symbology to be animated when exported as an animation in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000134156 The zoomToBookmark method does not honor bookmark rotation. 

BUG-000134213 Creating a spectral profile graph is slow when selecting the segments from a segmented 
layer. 

BUG-000134244 DATA SPECIFIC - Zonal Statistics as Table tool fails with 999999 error or completes for only 
a subset of the input zone features. 

BUG-000134364 The Simplify Line tool returns a message of out of memory or crashes ArcGIS Pro when 
running on data containing a large number of features. 

BUG-000134375 In ArcGIS Pro, some of the features are missing in the output SLPK file generated using the 
'Create 3D Object Scene Layer Package' tool. 

BUG-000134439 Small circular features are created when reshaping a line with the End Point Arc Segment 
editing method while the data is in WGS 1984 (GCS) and the map frame is in Web 
Mercator (PCS). 

BUG-000134584 The Derive Event Measures tool does not return the measure values for a line event. 

BUG-000134621 In ArcGIS Pro 2.6 and higher, the 'Convert Coordinate Notation' tool displays wrong values 
when the selected output coordinate format is USNG (US National Grid). 

BUG-000134644 Generate Calibration Points geoprocessing tool generates incorrect points if routes 
geometry is faulty. 

BUG-000134652 Dissolve fails with ERROR 999999 with memory\FC input and five + TEXT Dissolve Fields. 

BUG-000134661 Unable to rematch using Pick from Map icon when Rematch Addresses Panes is unpinned. 

BUG-000134689 ArcGIS Pro makes several requests to eachArcGIS Server site federated with an active 
portal when opening the 'Share As Web Map' pane, causing slow performance for portals 
with multiple federated servers. 

BUG-000134695 Attribute table docking appearance inArcGIS Pro 2.5 or 2.6 is not consistent when opened 
as opposed to the previous version. 
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BUG-000134845 Detect Feature Changes in ArcGIS Pro has erratic results depending on the change 
tolerance value. 

BUG-000134942 In ArcGIS Pro 2.6.2, the Convert Coordinate Notation tool generates a 16-digit output for 
the MGRS coordinate format. 

BUG-000134894 Dynamic Text boxes with defined values display additional values that are not displayed in 
the ArcGIS Pro layout view when exported to PDF. 

BUG-000134952 The ArcGIS Pipeline Referencing event quality control in ArcGIS Event Editor shows a visual 
offset between the event feature and the gap or overlap graphic layer. 

BUG-000134971 Editing pixel using “Pixel editor” on CRF raster causes edits to be applied incorrectly and 
damages the underlying CRF data. 

BUG-000135005 In ArcGIS Pro, using Zoom To on the Locate tool's results returns an inappropriate extent. 

BUG-000135026 The output Keyhold Markup Language zipped or compressed file (KMZ) does not contain 
any photos when using the ArcGIS Pro 'Layer To KML' tool on a photo attachment. 

BUG-000135037 The date formats which use two digits for the year sometimes cause the metadata in 
ArcMap and ArcGIS Pro to display the wrong year. 

BUG-000135127 The directions window in ArcGIS Pro used to display the Junction name in Pro 2.5.2, but no 
longer does so in Pro 2.6 or later. 

BUG-000135138 RowCursor not correctly returning data using 
SpatialQueryFilter.OutputSpatialReference. 

BUG-000135141 Feature templates: default values for subtypes are null in a feature service. 

BUG-000135143 The Rotated Linear tool does not display correctly in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000135154 The Spatial Join tool does not honor the processing extent of the environment settings. 

BUG-000135206 Aggregate Polygon is hanging for this ICGC dataset. 

BUG-000135216 Specifying a filter containing 'OR' in a GetFeature request to a web feature service does 
not use the attribute index on the underlying data for a query when using the OR operator. 

BUG-000135324 Unable to create a utility network in an Azure-managed SQL Server instance. 

BUG-000135352 Saving MRF edits makes the raster disappear. 

BUG-000135383 The elevation layer does not work correctly after using a vertical exaggeration in ArcGIS 
Pro. 

BUG-000135415 The ST_AREA() and ST_INTERSECTION() functions fail and return the error message 
"ORA-20813: Invalid polygon closure", for specific geometries. 

BUG-000135422 measureToGeometry function does not return correct linear geometry when applied to a 
Line-enabled Network with Roads and Highways REST API. 

BUG-000135427 If gpkg_extension and spatial indexes are absent from geopackage files they will not work 
as expected in ArcGIS. 

BUG-000135437 When sharing a geoprocessing result which contains a map with a raster layer, as a web 
tool to Portal for ArcGIS or ArcGIS Enterprise, the resulting web tool does not have tasks or 
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tools. The map service is successfully published with no warnings or error messages after 
selecting 'Analyze.' 

BUG-000135453 Configured SymbolLevels on a Service get's ignored once a DynamicLayers-Request is 
done. 

BUG-000135493 Unable to remove the complete Geoprocessing History of scheduled tasks when the task 
has been run more than 1000 times. 

BUG-000135497 Popups: Autoselect the M-aware value when value is right-clicked when trying to copy. 

BUG-000135539 Duplicate vertices appear behind the Scene Viewer when using the Edit Vertices tool in a 
scene. 

BUG-000135541 The setSelectionSet method does not clear a selection when no parameters are set. 

BUG-000135542 A selection cannot be cleared using the setSelectionSet method and instead will create a 
new selection with zero records. 

BUG-000135606 When using the feature class to feature class tool, if setting an environmental processing 
extent, the tool ignores the WHERE expression when processing the tool. 

BUG-000135609 The exported layout of the 3D Scene using the eye-dome lighting effect shows the 
incorrect results. 

BUG-000135664 Update tooltip string for Facilities on the LA ribbon. 

BUG-000135668 Unable to import fields from a shapefile when using Create Feature Class and Create Table 
Wizards. 

BUG-000135703 When adding multiple HJ 1A images to a mosaic dataset, only one image is added. 

BUG-000135751 Feature Class To Feature Class - CAD Feature Class - SQL Expression is not processed. 

BUG-000135763 'ERROR 030206: An unexpected error occurred during tool execution' when using the 
Generate Service Areas from Ready to Use Tools in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000135773 BUG: Geometry (Dimensions are reduce to 1/3 of the actual size) is affected when the 
UNITS of the Revit file are set to Decimal Feet. 

BUG-000135801 Locators using UNITs with strings do not return results for suggestions. 

BUG-000135835 Data Specific: Some datasets fail to run in a python script with Error 99999 due to data 
corruption caused by the arcpy data management tools. 

BUG-000135890 Not able to properly import an MXD that contains Raster Tile Layers. 

BUG-000135939 Unable to validate a model which contains the Resolve Building Conflicts tool in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000135961 BUG: Corrupted download of BIM 360 Files using BCC - Esri Case #02643844. 

BUG-000135974 SDK: Cannot edit nonversioned SDE feature classes that participate in composite 
relationships. 

BUG-000135992 A geocodeAddress request including the parameter "&outFields=ResultID" causes 
all returned ResultID values to be 0. 
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BUG-000135994 When exporting a map in ArcGIS Pro using the Image Analyst extension with List By 
Perspective and Set as Focus Image are selected, the exported file is blank. 

BUG-000136000 Dubai font is not reflecting the correct form for a certain Arabic word " ي  .."يب

BUG-000136064 Unable to open the attribute table of the ERDAS IMAGINE raster data. 

BUG-000136072 Plugin data sources don't work with Export. 

BUG-000136077 Labels with the Halo option enabled on ArcGIS Pro scenes will generate a thin black outline 
that cannot be removed. 

BUG-000136102 EucDistance method in IDistanceOp Interface throws an "Attempted to read or write 
protected memory" error when the AvoidDataConversion property in 
IRasterAnalysisGlobalEnvironment Interface is set to true. 

BUG-000136107 The Update Subnetwork tool fails and returns the error message, "ERROR 001400: The 
server took too long to answer. The client has timed out. (status code 28). Failed to 
execute (UpdateSubnetwork)." 

BUG-000136131 In ArcGIS Pro, ListFeatureClasses() creates a lock which cannot be deleted with 
shutil.rmtree(). 

BUG-000136147 Time: Table min max query should be backed by QueryStatistics. 

BUG-000136174 Batch exporting CSV files using the Table To Table geoprocessing tool shows null values in 
ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000136207 [Doc] Incorrect property name for 'singlelineInputField'. 

BUG-000136229 Minimum Bounding Geometry does not write key fields when target is EGDB. 

BUG-000136331 When using inline variable substitution for the input raster or feature mask data 
parameter in the Extract by Mask tool, the tool fails stating the input does not exist. 

BUG-000136361 Multiple attachments are not included in the Layer To KML output when viewed in various 
applications. 

BUG-000136364 Export clone is dropping lines for some projects. 

BUG-000136365 The Zoom To function in the Find Subnetworks pane is not working. 

BUG-000136376 [New issue for tracking in 2.8] - BUG-000136376 The exported RGB Rasters with Stretch 
symbology from the table of contents in ArcGIS Pro with the 'Use renderer' option are 
black with all the pixel values equal to zero. 

BUG-000136392 Encounter error 'The operation was attempted on an empty geometry' when executing 
Fill Gaps GP tool. 

BUG-000136397 The Apportion Polygon (Analysis) tool crashes ArcGIS Pro when processing data. 

BUG-000136411 Create Locator locators using alternate street names using a Many to One join, results in 
searches only returned for the first feature in that join. 

BUG-000136412 Slow performance when changing branch versions for a single layer in the ArcGIS Pro map. 

BUG-000136413 Table Alias Name is not saved when creating table in geodatabase on catalog in ArcGIS Pro. 
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BUG-000136414 Unable to run the 'Remove Overlap (multiple)' tool with a basic license, and the following 
error message is returned, "000824: The tool is not licensed." 

BUG-000136481 In ArcGIS Pro 2.7, unable to drag a layer to an empty legend in the Contents pane. 

BUG-000136504 The 'Trace selected features only' check box option for the Trace tool is automatically 
checked. 

BUG-000136535 Allow partially registered spatial tables to be fully registered with the geodatabase. 

BUG-000136536 In ArcGIS Pro 2.7, adding a WFS layer to a map displays a standalone table only instead of 
the feature layer. 

BUG-000136563 Parallel and Perpendicular constraints don't work for sketch segments. 

BUG-000136588 Error 999999 and Warning 003217 creating a shapefile with Create Feature Class and 
Environment setting "Transfer Geodatabase Field Properties" checked 

BUG-000136627 Diagnose Version Tables and Repair Version Tables fail and return Error 999999 when the 
sde_tables_locks table has the tables_locks_fk foreign key constraint. 

BUG-000136640 esri Raster Grid dataset's pixel type property is "Unsigned Integer" at ArcGIS Desktop 
version 10.0 , but changes to "Signed Integer" at version 10.8.1 

BUG-000136662 After removing a route from a VRP analysis, if the analysis is re-run, the directions will only 
show for 1 of the routes. 

BUG-000136666 Using a Secured Locator from Enterprise 10.8.1, Added to ArcGIS Online, and consumed in 
ArcGIS Pro 2.7 crashes ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000136668 The addDataFromPath method fails with a runtime error when the path contains a single 
forward slash. 

BUG-000136670 Locating a layer by feature class and migrating between the layout and the map removes 
the layer from the locators. 

BUG-000136679 ArcGIS Pro does not append custom parameters to the WMTS GET requests. 

BUG-000136680 Doc - Discuss use cases for modifying branch versioned data via GP client/server. 

BUG-000136702 "Excel To Table" script tool fails after upgrading xlrd library from default 1.2.0 version to 
2.0.1 version. This library upgrades automatically when using Python Package Manager or 
"conda install" to install/upgrade both the pandas and psycopg2 python packages. 
XLRD doc on not supporting .xlsx in 2.0.1 https://xlrd.readthedocs.io/en/latest/. 

BUG-000136707 When using offsets on the new locators in ArcGIS Pro which are built from a street address 
to geocode addresses, the measurement of the offset points is incorrect. 

BUG-000136717 Label visibility range on vector tile package does not match the label visibility range set in 
the map in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000136767 Create Feature Locator does not honor Search Fields if the Alias Name and Field Name do 
not match in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000136770 REGRESSION - A Page Query on a stand alone table stopped working. 

BUG-000136781 Certain Web Map Tile Service (WMTS) layers are not rendered completely in ArcGIS Pro. 

https://xlrd.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
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BUG-000136789 In the documentation for Generate Service Areas (Ready to Use), under Syntax, the 
Time_of_Day parameter is not listed as optional. In ArcGIS Pro the parameter is listed as 
optional in the tool GUI. 

BUG-000136791 Select Layer By Location omits Bezier curves in InputFC when Selecting Features contain 
Bezier curves. 

BUG-000136807 Split Features GP tool crashes ArcGIS Pro 2.7 when executed in a model. 

BUG-000136835 Infographics Hangs When Running 'Compare Selected Features' With Non-English Display 
Language. 

BUG-000136841 Edit Vertices of Linear Dimension--will reorient dimension if extension lines are not 
upward. 

BUG-000136858 The EnvelopeIntersects in the Geometry function for Arcade expressions is not 
available in the ArcGIS Pro 2.7 user interface. 

BUG-000136864 Unable to turn off snapping for dimension layer in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000136874 The ‘Select only invalid objects’ option does not work with standalone tables in ArcGIS 
Pro. 

BUG-000136889 After upgrading Enterprise Geodatabase 10.7.1 to 10.8.1 and running the query to get 
Next_RowID, the following error message is returned: Msg 8144, Level 16, State 2, 
Procedure DBO.i13_get_ids, Line 0 [Batch Start Line 0] Procedure or function i13_get_ids 
has too many arguments specified. 

BUG-000136892 When a -1 is returned to ArcGIS Pro the conflict resolution dialog is unable to properly 
present the conflicts. 

BUG-000136906 The results of the 'Create LRS' tool yield different Z tolerance and Z resolution in the 
geodatabase, compared to the default for both values presented in the tool interface. 

BUG-000136913 In ArcGIS Pro, geoprocessing using a SQLite database is slower than using a file 
geodatabase. 

BUG-000136960 A TXT or CSV input table incorrectly interprets values with three decimal places when using 
comma separator. 

BUG-000136961 Missing glass curtain wall feature class when loading a Revit (.rvt) file in ArcGIS Pro 2.7. 

BUG-000136979 Validate Network Topology incorrectly allocating large amounts of memory impacting 
server soc mem usage. 

BUG-000136981 Divide COGO lines incorrect cogo attributes for feature services 

BUG-000137028 A specific .mxd (Map Exchange Document) file causes ArcGIS Pro and ArcMap to crash. 

BUG-000137037 In ModelBuilder, if the value of a variable parameter of a super-model is set with the name 
of the variable within its submodel, ArcGIS Pro crashes. 

BUG-000137060 The Contour (Spatial Analyst) tool returns a 999999 error message when using an empty 
raster as input. 

BUG-000137081 Difference Polygon tool from Production Mapping does not honor snapping. 
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BUG-000137089 Edit vertices tool is performing a spatial search for every vertex on the line which is 
selected for the operation. 

BUG-000137139 Optimize UpdateAssociationInfo function by splitting the query to discover 
from/toglobalid associations. 

BUG-000137165 Running a simple script in ArcGIS Pro 2.6.3 works but causes a crash in ArcGIS Pro 2.7. 

BUG-000137172 Annotations are not displayed in ArcGIS Pro 2.7 if the data is projected on-the-fly. 

BUG-000137200 FacilityID is not populated in the output Line attribute table generated by a 
ServiceArea analysis using the arcgis.com network dataset. Fields in the output Polygon 
and Line tables are not generated as described in the documentation. 

BUG-000137228 Image service export image operation does not honor bilinear resampling method on some 
mosaic datasets with a specific property. 

BUG-000137243 FMV Multiplexer in ArcGIS Pro 2.6+ fails to calculate the frame corner coordinates . 

BUG-000137265 The ArcGIS Pro report fails to draw a chart element when the vertical guides in a chart are 
based on a date field. 

BUG-000137289 Parent_JOB value is removed after modifying job Description - Workflow Manager. 

BUG-000137317 ArcGIS Pro sometimes crash when running Check Geometry, or Repair Geometry against a 
feature class with an active join. 

BUG-000137321 Smooth Line Geoprocessing tool hangs on "Cancelling" for upwards of 10 minutes after 
cancelling, sometimes resulting ArcGIS Pro to have to undergo a forced closure with task 
manager. 

BUG-000137327 "Select Layer by Location" fails with ERROR 160244 "Object has no schema lock" when 
provided 2 FCs that have different SR are added in specific order 

BUG-000137339 Resolve Building Conflicts tool in ArcGIS Pro shows incorrect error message for not having 
an attribute driven symbology when setting up the symbology size based on the attributes. 

BUG-000137341 The Split (Analysis) tool's documentation states that setting the Parallel Processing Factor 
environment to 100 will cause parallel processing to be enabled, but it does not mention 
how many logical processors will be used. 

BUG-000137342 Please clarify the Parallel Processing Factor (Environment setting) documentation on the 
usage of 'cores' and 'processors'. 

BUG-000137346 Crash occurs when reconcile is executed while the intermediate table is not registered as 
versioned. 

BUG-000137400 Distribute should take into account the potential space of dynamic elements (ex: legends). 

BUG-000137410 Schedule a model does not work in French and few other (not all) language packs, when 
using specific monthly or daily scheduling options. 

BUG-000137427 Copying shapes with user defined coordinate system can fail in an Oracle database when 
cluster tolerance is 0.0. 

BUG-000137430 In ArcGIS Pro editing mode, selecting the 'Intersection' tool from the 'Construction' 
toolbar of the 'Reshape' tool does not display virtual intersection lines on the map frame. 
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BUG-000137431 Rendering w/LYRX: Slope 'Percent Rise' renders as degrees. 

BUG-000137494 Labels for classified raster symbology that have reversed values do not maintain changes 
to label names. 

BUG-000137520 Unable to Masking Specific Symbol Layer Groups inside the same Group Layer. 

BUG-000137533 The menu in the Reviewer Results window is not usable because it displays momentarily 
on ArcGIS Pro 2.7.X. 

BUG-000137547 ArcGIS Pro crashes when client-side timeout is exceeded and stop editing cannot be 
completed. 

BUG-000137552 Fill Gaps GP tool will not fill enclosed gaps between two features in the same feature class 
when the Fill Option parameter is set to Fill By Length. 

BUG-000137556 GP-Tool "Create Replica" returns ERROR 000782 when used from Python Window or from 
Pro SDK after editing non-versioned data. 

BUG-000137570 ArcGIS Pro crashes during the reconcile process when a replacement is saved for a conflict 
and a replacement is selected again. 

BUG-000137598 ArcMap GDB Annotations with horizontal Alignment set to 'Full' and edited baseline sketch 
are not correctly displayed in ArcGIS Pro 

BUG-000137660 When attempting to Save an Offline Service Definition in ArcGIS Pro it will fail with a 
generic "Error." 

BUG-000137771 CreateWebLayerSDDraft does not honor allow_exporting and enable_sync parameters. 

BUG-000137789 Connection to a database or Create Enterprise Geodatabase - ArcGIS Pro crashes without 
any error message, if username with domain is longer than 30 characters. 

BUG-000137851 In ArcGIS Pro 2.7.1, the reordering field is not maintained in the field map when exporting 
features to file geodatabases or shapefiles. 

BUG-000137867 New metadata types are missing from the Export Training Data tab in the Label Objects 
for Deep Learning tool. 

BUG-000137870 Editing annotation feature class causes ArcGIS Pro to crash. 

BUG-000137881 Sort Coded Value Domain fails to correctly sort coded value domains by description in 
ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000137902 Importing a large CSV file directly into ArcGIS Pro using the Table To Table conversion tool 
results in data inaccuracies in the output with no warning triggered in the tool. 

BUG-000137937 The text in the ArcGIS Pro Pop-up pane is blurred in a 14-inch display with an integrated 
graphics card. 

BUG-000137939 The Locate tool does not return address suggestions when using a locator from an ArcGIS 
Server connection that is not federated with the active portal in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000138033 Branch versioning post (reconcile and post) operations acquire or escalate locks leading to 
deadlocking scenarios. 

BUG-000138044 Unable to select graphic labels on the Layout view when the map is rotated on ArcGIS Pro. 
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BUG-000138079 Crash occurs when "Beta: Use Unicode UTF-8 for worldwide language support" is enabled. 

BUG-000138203 ArcGIS Pro crashes when attempting to manipulate the historical archive of a feature class. 

BUG-000138213 ev2p does not work when input points have an active join. 

BUG-000138288 Map.moveLayer method in arcpy.mp is not moving layers correctly in some workflows. 

BUG-000138305 Labels are placed in the wrong areas when using the Maplex Label Engine in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000138332 ArcGIS Pro disables users from selecting a non-hosting federated server when overwriting 
a service if the web adaptors for the hosting federated server are installed on the same 
machine. 

BUG-000138339 Shortest Path trace displays 999999 when Path Direction not specified. 

BUG-000138344 ArcGIS Pro must be failed to execute the Import 3D Files tool when it is configured with a 
named user license type and not assigned with a ArcGIS 3D Analyst extensionlicense. 

BUG-000138346 Unable to export images to the mosaic dataset while executing “Export Frames” options in 
FMV Tab in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000138389 Export to SD: Fails intermittently on multi node site. 

BUG-000138408 There are missing elements in a specific layout exported from ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000138544 Point Address Locator Roles Created with ArcGIS Pro 2.7.2 Provide Duplicate Suggestions 
After Typing in a House Number. 

BUG-000138554 Map services published from ArcGIS Pro does not apply time zone offset in some of its 
operations. 

BUG-000138593 Red exclamation with message reading "This member cannot be found at the location 
specified." appears for Annotation Feature Classes under the "List by Editing" option of 
the "Contents" pane in ArcGIS Pro 2.7.x. 

BUG-000138632 When opening a CSV files with semicolon as field separator and comma as decimal 
separator in ArcGIS Pro, numeric values having three decimal places are not correctly 
interpreted. 

BUG-000138644 Add sqlFormat to map service query operation to allow passing in standard sql even when 
useStandardizedQueries is turned off. 

BUG-000138647 Support percentile in map service outStatis operation for datasets off file geodatabase. 

BUG-000138656 Unable to load Terrain Dataset into ArcGIS Pro without 3D Analyst license 

BUG-000138710 [Data-Specific] Reproducible Data for ArcGIS Pro File Geodatabase Attribute Index Crash. 

BUG-000138748 Sequential Numbering tool: Does not accept 10+ characters 

BUG-000138791 After selecting the 'Save transformed dataset when model is run' option, selecting 'Run' 
causes ArcGIS Pro to crash. 

BUG-000138862 ArcGIS Pro "Cost Connectivity (Spatial Analyst)" vs. "Kostenkonnektivität (Spatial Analyst)" - 
tool reference for German translation contains error 

BUG-000138893 Updated attachments don't save for hosted AGO services 
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BUG-000138913 Export MGCP metadata GP tool needs to be updated Pro 

BUG-000138980 In some cases Pro crashes when you zoom in into the chart 

BUG-000138998 Export Infographic fails for Dynamic HTML 

BUG-000139085 Suitability Modeler: Crash when using Scene Layer Type = 3DObject 

BUG-000139157 Branch Versioning lock leak occurs after Conflict Manager or Differences pane is opened. 

BUG-000139348 Project tool writes out normalReferenceFrame incorrectly in slpk projected from web 
mercator to wgs 1984. 

BUG-000139546 Features may disappear or appear duplicated when editing a feature service layer. 

ENH-000085561 In ArcGIS Pro provide an ability to view Quick Access/Favorite locations including Recent 
Places, Network, Libraries, etc as seen in ArcMap. 

ENH-000101745 Difficult to work with mapped drives accessing long UNC paths in the browse dialog box. 
Solutions available in the OS aren't available in Pro. 

ENH-000103118 Time: Users want to display only the time records on Date Type Field in ArcGIS Pro. 

ENH-000107183 Allow 'Remove Attachments' tool to remove attachments from a hosted feature service in 
ArcGIS Pro 2.0. 

ENH-000109774 Provide a warning message to the user when sharing a web layer with a popup containing 
a link to a local path. 

ENH-000111499 Add in ArcGIS Pro 2.1 similar functionality of ArcMap to select a dominant graphic element 
to align all other selected graphics. 

ENH-000111649 Provide support for expressions in vector tile style sheets. 

ENH-000113609 Add the Copy Map to Clipboard functionality on ArcGIS Pro. 

ENH-000113617 In ArcPy.Da.update cursor documentation include an example that contains usage of 
Prefix/postfix SQL Clause. 

ENH-000118346 Inline variable substitution documentation for ArcMap does not indicate that there are any 
limitations to using inline variable substitution with List Variables. 

ENH-000124063 Provide the ability to copy the items from the layout view by dragging and dropping while 
holding down the CTRL key. 

ENH-000124218 Support for Time. 

ENH-000124393 Selection: Add optional hatching / fill for "selected features" feedback for polygons. 

ENH-000125143 Enrich Layer (Advanced) for Local Data should support point feature layers. 

ENH-000125899 Add a 'List by Filtered Layers' option in the ArcGIS Pro Contents pane. 

ENH-000126787 Please provide examples for the Emerging Hot Spot Analysis tool. 

ENH-000127183 Unable to set a coordinate system for input data in the tool Convert LAS in ArcGIS Pro. 

ENH-000127453 Request to update the vector tiles label documentation to include more details. 

ENH-000129614 Buffer3D: improve handling of problematic line buffering. 
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ENH-000130133 Add documentation for the ArcGIS Business Analyst Pro Enrich Layer tool with a list of 
variables in the proper syntax for this tool. 

ENH-000130265 Option to hide the timestamp from displaying in the date field of the Attribute Table in 
ArcGIS Pro. 

ENH-000130534 No available documentation for 'convert to a basemap' function in ArcGIS Pro projects. 

ENH-000131220 When using a script tool in a Model with an iterator, the model will continue to run even 
after encountering an error message. 

ENH-000131816 When migrating models from ArcMap to ArcGIS Pro, data sourced from the 'database 
connections' folder is no longer valid in ArcGIS Pro. 

ENH-000131818 Adding transformation which converts NAVD 1988 units? 

ENH-000132535 Provide a tool in ArcGIS Pro that works like Network Identity tool in ArcMap. 

ENH-000133209 Allow the Detect Objects tool to utilize the Mask Environment setting in ArcGIS Pro. 

ENH-000134049 Provide a method in the ArcGIS Pro SDK's GeometryEngine class to find the bearing 
between 2 points on a WGS1984 spheroid. 

ENH-000134135 Change in-memory datasets to return a proper Geodatabase rather than an 
UnknownDatastore. 

ENH-000134161 Add a workflow example to Profile Viewing documentation that shows users how to make 
accurate vertical measurements in a 3D scene. 

ENH-000134332 Allow the on-screen Navigator to be enabled/disabled in utility network diagrams by 
clicking on the Navigator button on the View tab, in the Navigation group. 

ENH-000134862 Show attribute information when scrolling through attribute table in ArcGIS Pro. 

ENH-000135056 Calculate Polygon Main Angle tool in ArcGIS Pro should be able to function on more 
diverse feature classes. 

ENH-000135388 Requesting to update the help page for 'Add Rasters To Mosaic Dataset' tool to also be 
applicable to the interactive version of the tool, and not just the arcpy version. 

ENH-000136185 Support for secure OGC service should be noted in the ArcGIS Pro Documentation. 

ENH-000136220 Improve the 'Vertical Connectivity' section of the 'Understand Connectivity' Network 
Dataset documentation. 

ENH-000136615 Enable Anti-Aliasing as a parameter for Manage Cache Tiles in ArcGIS Pro 

ENH-000136786 GPT Points Solar Radiation (Spatial Analyst), should output columns that have interval 
numbers or time information. 

ENH-000136900 The spatial rules in SCAMIN xml should support conditions with point features. 

ENH-000137486 Exporting an S-57 Product/ENC Export error message "no features found" is not 
informative. Tool should report the features that are missing (e.g. Feature M_NSYS is 
missing). 

ENH-000138241 The Convert Labels To Annotation GP tool should return a warning instead of an error 
when labeling is not enabled for all layers in a map. 
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NIM083258 Dot density symbology in a map service is not honored in web client legends. 

NIM103379 Insert Values control does not respect definition query set on layer. 
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